EXPLANATION

Moss Bank Member of Chlorite Formation

Faults, showing dip and relative displacement
Short dashed where inferred; G, option; A, D, downward.

Vertical fault

Approximate structure outline
Drawn on base of Moss Bank Member; Short dashed where inferred. Curved vertical line at fault plane is approximately.
Not established by Union Carbide Nuclear Co.

Baren slickened or coated leg
Unbaren slickened or coated leg

Trace of scarif arcs
Short dashed where inferred

Trace of arcs of simple roll, showing approximate shape in cross section

Drill hole used for structure control
BB and TMP holes are U.S. Atomic Energy Commission drilled and logged drill holes, respectively,扭矩ed by Union Carbide Nuclear Co.

Head of mine
Foot of mine
Ore chute
Bench, features, pass draw

Lower level, 10 feet
Upper level slope
Mine workings

DIAGRAMMATIC SECTION SHOWING POSSIBLE SHAPE OF ONE BODY 4
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